Grow Plants, Grow!
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Introduction
Through investigation and observation, students will determine
that plants need the right amount of water and sunlight to grow.
Observe how variables, such as water and sunlight,
plant growth.

effect

Research Question & Hypothesis/Prediction

Research Question: What do plants need in order to
survive?
Prediction: We predict that plants will grow the best in
pot number one with sunlight, water and soil. We
predict that plants will not grow in the pot with only
rocks.

Procedures
1 Plant seeds and Number the Flower Pots
Flower Pot #1- Soil & seed
Flower Pot #2- Soil & seed
Flower Pot #3- Soil & seed
Flower Pot #4- Seed (no soil)

Days 2-14 (Approx.)
Observe each Flower Pot and chart your
observations on the anchor chart each day.
Day 15
●

2 Put the pots into the following conditions:
Flower Pot #1 (Control Flower Pot)- Give sunlight
and water
Flower Pot #2- Give sunlight (no water)
Flower Pot # 3- Give water (no sunlight) Place in a
dark space where there is no sunlight, or place it in a
paper bag and cover with the other paper bag on top.
Flower Pot #4- Give Water and Sunlight (no soil)

Science Talk- Students will be able to
describe the things that plants need in
order to survive: soil/nutrients, sunlight,
air and water.

Procedures
Potting Soil
Flower Pots
Water
Sunlight

Results
Pot #1- no growth
Pot#2- no growth
Pot#3- no growth
Pot#4- no growth

There was no observable
plant growth with any of the
pots or under any conditions.

Discussion
Questions we asked as plants begin to grow/not grow:
● What do you notice about the flower pots?
○ Our flower pots are small
○ The water soaks through the pots
● What predictions can you make based on our observations/data?
○ Pot number 1 will grow
○ Other pots will not grow
● Based on our data, what do you think plants need in order to survive?
○ We think we know they need all three thing to grow but the pot #1 did not grow at all.
● Based on our data, what are the best conditions for plants to grow in?
○ We need better soil for our plants to grow and we also need water and sunlight.

Conclusion

We concluded that that we need better soil in
order for the plants to grow. We decided that
the soil was not rich enough to grow because
our control plants did not even grow. We want
to try this again with a different soil type.
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